An Efficient Power Aware Algorithm for Optimizing Energy Consumption of Cloud Resources Using Multi Agent Model
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Abstract. Cloud computing offers different kinds of resources to the user based on the current need. The resource includes hardware, software and platform through virtualization. User requirements are mapped to the corresponding Virtual Machine (VM) by the host of the data center. Every resource in the data center consumed a considerable amount of energy. The existing power aware models are used to minimize the energy consumption but it follows only one specific layer in the cloud. These methods suffer from performance problems due to excess energy by the idle resources. The resources like data center, host and VM consumed energy in case of idle workload and minimum workload. Idle resources are identified and removed from the resource list in order to minimize the excess energy consumption. The resource with the minimum workload is migrated to the other suitable resources using the migration method. The proposed power aware model uses multi agent support for minimizing the energy in Data center, Host and VM level. The overall analysis is carried out based on the performance parameter like Service Level Agreement (SLA) based host shutdown and violation etc. The proposed method consumes minimum energy when compared to other existing models. It achieves maximum performance by considering power aware parameters in the cloud.
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1 Introduction

Cloud computing consists of various services which are offered to the user by using virtualization. Virtualization process is used to map the physical machine to a virtual machine for handling the user task. An infrastructure resource consumes electricity that produces the emissions, so it is minimized in proper level for making the cloud in energy efficient computing. Efficient model related to energy is handled by consolidating the cloud based on the utilization level. It also includes the hardware, functional level and nodes such as VM, physical host etc. Green computing applied over the cloud for saving the energy based on the factors such as design and production of the digital element in the respective environment. It
also minimizes the operational as well as energy consumed by the cloud components. The energy utilization of the cloud is optimized using various techniques such as dynamic voltage method, VM method, Migration level and Consolidation of VM level and scaling of frequency level. Cloud runs a huge number of hosts with supporting elements in all times with high-energy consumption. Various algorithms are applied to reduce the energy with the consideration of the performance parameters related to the environment. Multiple algorithms are integrated for handling better energy efficient models. The policies can be created based on energy optimization by terminating the physical host and networking elements with reduced cost model [1]. The cloud resources are scattered among various regions with high-end computational elements leading to the high operation cost due to the energy consumption.

The energy driven approach is used over the cloud by mapping the resources to other suitable resources with less power. Cloud users are dispatching the policies with various categories such as random based, delay with cost based, delay with load based and custom policy based [2]. The best method of saving the cloud energy is to consider the VM consolidation approach in a dynamic manner. Static methods never reduce the energy because that is still running after completing the execution of the task. The manager is deployed over the consolidation process, which decides the less power resource [3]. Most of the power consumed by the cloud is CPU because of the processing capability. Recent cloud computing focuses on different service models so most of the time the CPU gets idle state. The idle CPU also consumes energy that is handled by stopping those CPUs until the request is arrived. The dynamic idle analysis and prediction is carried out for estimating the forthcoming CPU idle interval range. CPU idle power is reduced by analyzing various models and sleeping states of the CPU during runtime [4]. The energy efficiency is assessed by considering the hardware and various scheduling techniques with genetic algorithm based analysis. Bee colony algorithms are used for scheduling the task to optimize energy resources with minimum response time [5]. The renewable energy based sources are applied to the cloud data center for minimizing the cost. The fuzzy based algorithm with load balancing support is used to maximize the speed of the processor and throughput. It provides the model selection criteria in which the user selects their own cost saving model [6]. Model cloud computing uses various mobile devices that are consumed due to RF signals and other power components. The constraint is applied over the energy model with computation capability [7]. Normally the mobile clouds are performed computational oriented tasks online as well as offline. It follows the multiple flow of control from user level to remote cloud for processing of tasks [8]. Energy efficient methods of the cloud provide various advantages such as reduction in operation cost; enhance the reliability and protection of the environment and so on. Real time energy management is very difficult because of the problem in scheduling tasks to the cloud. This problem is solved by using the horizon algorithm with autonomous task [9]. The energy efficiency of the cloud is consolidated related to VM is analyzed using an energy aware framework. This model collects the utilization of all active hosts and active migrations of hosts based on the policies and load status [10]. The proposed model compares and eliminates the issues faced by the existing model by implementing the multi agent-based power aware technique with high efficiency.

2 Related Works

Multi agent method uses three agents at the cloud infrastructure level namely DC level, VM level and Host level. The cloud broker gets the user task and maps to the respective VM
on the cloud for execution. The energy of all resources is assessed based on various properties then fix the reward value and terminate the useless resources which consume high energy. Fig.1. shows the agent interaction with the cloud environment. Energy aware agents are formulated from DC to VM level because the actual tasks are run on the VM. The energy is based on various factors in cloud computing so it will be handled properly in order to achieve an efficient saving of energy in cloud. Fig.2. gives the energy aware model. Single agent based algorithms are restricted to the single cloud provider with a huge number of constraints for selecting the performance parameters. This model does not save the minimum energy because of the restriction, so a multi agent method is introduced by saving more energy in all levels of the cloud environment. The proposed algorithm implements more than one agent for considering less energy resources and removes the high energy resources with limited load and idle load.

![Multi Agent Interaction](image1)

![Energy aware Level](image2)

**3 Proposed Energy Aware Model**

Multi agent method uses three agents at the cloud infrastructure level namely DC level, VM level and Host level. The power management of the cloud provides support to minimize the cost to the cloud user because unused resources lead to excess cost. The proposed method focuses on multi agent-based approach in which the resources are maintained based on the cloud request. The idle resources are terminated in order to reduce the
energy consumed by the resources. Traditional agent methods use only one agent for interacting with the environment but some real-time problems need more than one environment, so it will be addressed by using more than one agent. The proposed algorithm uses a multi-agent-based approach and is considered a cloud environment. Fig. 3. shows that the proposed model of the multi-agent algorithm. Four modules are considered for implementation namely user module, configuration module, multi-agent module, and cloud multi-agent module.

Fig. 3. Multi-agent based Cloud energy model

User module gets the task request that runs in the cloud. The cloud broker acts as a mediator between users and cloud. Configuration module specifies the various properties and attributes needed for minimizing the energy. Three kinds of configurations are considered namely Data Center (DC), Host, and VM with corresponding monitoring and management processes. Multi-agent module performs respective selection based on the condition of the cloud resources by cloud agents. Cloud multi-agent module identifies the unused or zero load resources and terminates the resources in order to calculate the energy level of other resources with minimum power. Cloud environment is organized as a DC that is maintained in various regions. DC agents collect the energy of various DCs that rely on the cloud environment. The host agent collects the energy level from various hosts in the data center. Virtual Machine (VM) agent receives the energy of various VMs belonging to the specific host. The main objective of the proposed algorithm is to minimize the energy consumption of the cloud resources such as DC, Host, and VM with high performance.

4 VM Based Energy Analysis

Distributed VM consolidation method with dynamic property finds the feasible solution by scaling the resources based on the energy constraints. The existing static method maintains the centralized approach that increases the problem to find the optimal solution.
This distributed approach supports in two ways namely VM management with predefined load limit and optimal VM placement. The integration of more than one agent uses the learning process with optimal energy saving and high efficiency in the cloud [11]. Multiple agents with intelligent capability are used over a single cloud environment to perform the learning process. This method chooses the next agent in case of failure in an existing agent using Q Learning approach. This method is also suitable for static type and dynamic type VM environments [12]. Advanced RL consolidation based agent minimizes the VM distribution over the cloud through efficient policy for management of VM. Dynamic environment faces problems due to the learning of optimal knowledge and uncertainty conditions [13]. The dynamic RL method reduces the active VM based on the energy level with policy based on the user requirement. This method uses the workload of the VM and its load history for making the VM idle state or termination state. It collects the log history dynamically because of the changes made in the cloud [14]. It fixes the threshold for the energy by collecting the VM list. Initially the VMA (VM Agent) issues the notification to the VMs for receiving the properties of the VM and corresponding level. Every VM in the VMA compares with the threshold by identifying the load of the VM. If it is zero and still it is in running state then remove that VM from the VM list and update the VMA. If the VM holds the minimum load then the capacity then perform the migration process for executing the task. Table 1 represents the deviation of the workload after allocation task.

### Pseudocode 1 VM Agent Energy Management ()

Begin  
Let VM Agent as VMA;  
VMA Energy Threshold as VMThres;  
Collect the VM list;  
Establish the Notification to the VMA to VMs;  
VMs are updating the Properties with Energy to the VMA;  
VM analyze the Energy level properties of the VMs as VMEnThres;  
For each VMi ∈ VMA do  
  If (VMi .VMEnThres ≥ VMThres) then  
    Identify the VM along with the load as VM_Load;  
    If (VMi .VM_Load = 0) and (VMi == running) then  
      Set VMi as comatose VM; i.e Zombie VM;  
      Remove VMi;  
      Update the VMA;  
    Else if ( VMi with Minimum_Load) then  
      Choose the suitable VMn for execution of VMi task;
Migrate the VM\textsubscript{i} task to VM\textsubscript{n} for execution with scheduler;

Remove the VM\textsubscript{i};

End if

Calculate the reward value of VM\textsubscript{i};

Update the reward value in the RL\_VMAgent by VMA;

RL\_VMAgent perform agent for execute the task;

End for

End

Table 1. Idle workload ratio analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host Name</th>
<th>VM Name</th>
<th>Total MIPS</th>
<th>Allocated Work Load</th>
<th>Allocated Work Load Ratio %</th>
<th>Deviation Works Load %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host 0</td>
<td>VM 26</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>545.09</td>
<td>54.51</td>
<td>45.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM 27</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>714.64</td>
<td>71.46</td>
<td>28.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM 39</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>17.46</td>
<td>82.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host 1</td>
<td>VM 0</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>601.34</td>
<td>24.05</td>
<td>75.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM 1</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1025.2</td>
<td>41.01</td>
<td>58.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host 2</td>
<td>VM 28</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>56.24</td>
<td>43.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM 29</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>73.19</td>
<td>26.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM 30</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>97.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host 3</td>
<td>VM 2</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2253</td>
<td>90.14</td>
<td>9.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM 3</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>177.48</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>92.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host 4</td>
<td>VM 30</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>223.27</td>
<td>22.33</td>
<td>77.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM 31</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>393.81</td>
<td>39.28</td>
<td>60.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM 41</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>95.93</td>
<td>19.19</td>
<td>80.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our analysis of 50 VMs is spun out by the hypervisor. Each VM executes its own task based on the user requirement. The VMs are run under the hosts which decides the processing of the task. The actual energy threshold is specified in order to protect the resources from excess energy consumption. The energy consumption is assessed by using the metrics called W*Sec. The energy is measured in watts with seconds. Idle VM list is identified from the host list and removes it for minimizing the energy. The total number of idle VM is 24, so ~50% of the energy is saved from the total energy.
## 5 Host Based Energy Analysis

Host maintains the VM by considering the virtual private network with related components leads to congestion problems due to internal traffic. The private networks are divided into subnets either public or private for exposing the services run under the host. The host performs the offloading process by selecting the resource that consumes high power. RL based technique used to make the host respond to real-time problem areas with less power consumption [15]. Cloud computing model uses various shared resources including host faces the issues during the consolidation process. It maintains the heterogeneous resources with respective environment needs Quality aware task scheduling to the corresponding VM for execution. RL algorithm analyses various algorithms for performing task-scheduling processes [16]. Power management in the cloud uses the migration process and consolidation of the resources based on the need of the consumer. The resources are going to be selected and terminated due to the dynamic workload condition of the cloud [17]. Host maintains various VMs along with the supporting networks which consume the energy. This is collected by the HA (Host Agent) for identifying the zombie hosts with zero load. This host is still in an active state then removes it from the host list. Host consumes the energy based utilization parameter calculated with allocation of VM to the task. The idle hosts are identified from the data center and terminate it, because these hosts also consume the energy. The total energy consumption by the host without idle VM is 1890000.00 Watts/sec which is minimum than actual consumption. Distributed VM consolidation

## 6 Data Center Energy Analysis

The pricing model of the cloud energy management is related to the factors such as constraint in interaction, energy balance and objective function. Storage based energy management is done by integrating different storage with power consideration for improving the profit [18]. EM (Energy Management) systems are implemented by performing the operation like optimization, control and monitoring of energy. The cost of Industrial EM is high when compared to other EMs because of complex connectivity and interoperation. Native platform is used for addressing the issues of EM with minimum time [19]. Pattern based resource provisioning is done based on the scaling in a dynamic environment. Two levels of objectives are carried out in the cloud energy management process namely service level and application level. Service level agreement has been established for reducing overall energy with high efficiency [20]. Datacenter based power management is done using the suitable DC agent. The data centers are maintained in the same region or different regions, so monitoring related to energy consumption is a tedious process. The proposed model collects and updates the properties of various DC with proper threshold. If the status is active for zero workload then removes that DC and updates the DC list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Center 1</th>
<th>Number of hosts</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of VMs</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energy consumption</td>
<td>150.68kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of host shutdowns</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Center</td>
<td>Number of hosts</td>
<td>Number of VMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Center 2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Center 3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Center 4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Center 5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Center 6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Center 7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data centers have various hosts, which are used to execute the task in various VMs. The analyses of different parameters are shown in Table 2. It includes the host count, VM count, energy and host shutdown count. The current analysis provides better energy saving when compared to actual consumption with the consideration of idle data centers.

### 7 Result and Discussion

Greencloud model provides the support of knowing the energy consumption of the datacenter. It also provides the specification such as allocation and scheduling of resources in an optimized manner. DVFS (Dynamic Voltage with Frequency Scaling) model reduces the energy of the data center in an autonomous manner. This method saves 41.62% of energy with the reduction of power and VM migration is 19.55% and 85.81% respectively [21] [24]. DVFS Aware model balances the issues of energy and degradation of performance in the cloud. It also focuses on the task workload related to the cloud resource capacity with high Quality of Services. This model saves the energy consumption in 39.14% under dynamic situations [22]. Scientific problems are solved by using the cloud because of heavy workload. If the workload is increased then cloud resources also increase in parallel manner. The EnReal model solved this problem by using energy aware scheduling and allocation of resources with minimum energy consumption. It consumes 24.45% energy for 50 scientific workloads when
compared to BFD-M and Greedy methods [23]. The proposed multi agent algorithm follows maximum support of SLA when compared to existing methods. The Inter Quartile algorithm follows the minimum SLA rules, so it will be improved in some level. Inter Quartile and local regression robust method suffers performance issues due to the minimum SLA support which is shown in Fig.4. Non power aware methods consume more energy because they never consider energy parameters for analysis which means that all hosts in the data center take equal energy. Fig.5. shows that the proposed method consumes minimum energy due to the multi layered idle resource shutdown in the cloud.

![Fig.4. Analysis of SLA support](image)

8 Conclusion and Future Work
Cloud computing consumes energy because various kinds of resources are interacting to offer the service to the user. The resources lead to the performance issue, so it will be minimized in some level, consuming the excess energy. Various levels of resources are maintained by the cloud namely data center level, VM level and host level. The proposed model uses a multi agent based approach by handling the energy consumption at multiple levels. Efficient energy aware model has been implemented by eliminating the idle resource in all levels. VM based analysis is done with the help of a VM agent which identifies the zombie VMs and terminates from the VM list. Host agent removes the idle host and migrates less workload host to other hosts. DC agent has been implemented with minimized energy because it depends on the host as well as VM. Various algorithms are implemented in order to achieve better performance. The proposed model achieves minimized energy consumption when compared to existing models with high efficiency. In future this model can be extended to the RL based approach for various cloud environment with different analysis.
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